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LESSON 6: WRITING A 3-MINUTE SCRIPT

FOCUS OF LESSON
• To work co-operatively in a group, to manage time and
make choices

• To demonstrate the understanding to plan and develop a
script

• To work in a group of 2-4 children to write a script

LESSON
Replay ‘Video Challenge 1’ (The Doctor)  
Replay the video message from the Doctor which was shown in Lesson
One. The time has come for the children to write their own scripts!

Class discussion
Discuss what the children have learned about plot, character, setting,
stage directions and aliens. Ask the children to reflect on what they have gleaned from previous
sessions about creating an exciting Doctor Who adventure – and how this will help them to 
write their scripts. How will they give their script an Olympic theme?

Play the ‘Developing a 3-minute script’ video 
Get the class to watch the production team’s top tips on writing a short script – including expert
advice from Doctor Who’s lead writer, Steven Moffat. The team explains what it is looking for in 
the winning script. 

Explain the rules
The challenge is for each group of 2-4 children to write their own 3-minute scene. The children

could act out their ideas before they start writing. Make sure the children understand the

guidelines and rules of the competition before they begin to write the script. The scene must:

a) EITHER be set in the TARDIS OR on a planet/new world of their creation 
(not multiple settings)

b) feature the Eleventh Doctor (Matt Smith) and his companions Amy AND/OR Rory
c) include ONE of the following types of monsters – Ood, Judoon, Weeping Angels,
Cybermen – AND/OR a new human character of their choice - a historical figure or    
contemporary person

d) only be 3 minutes long (the script will be approximately 3 pages long)

Please see the Terms and Conditions for the complete set of rules relating to the competition
at bbc.co.uk/teachers/doctorwhocompetition.
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Play the ‘Writing believable characters’ video 
Show the class the video about writing believable characters. Tell the children to make notes 
in their script writer’s notebooks. If they decide to feature a new character in their scripts,
they will need to consider the following: 

• Will it be a person from the modern day or a historical figure?

• Will it be an ordinary person or someone with special powers or skills?

• What will be the age/profession/background of the character?

Explain to the children that they should work together to develop their new character.

Download the ‘TARDIS information pack’
Explain that the information in this pack about stage directions, lighting, set dressing and the
TARDIS console will help if they choose to write a scene set in the TARDIS. 

The Script to Screen Competition
Only one script entry will be allowed per school – and only one of these scripts will win 
and be filmed. Schools must consider how they will decide on which script to submit. 

You could use the Judging Criteria as a guide, and encourage the children to award points 
for each script in order to select the best one. 

Schools could hold a Doctor Who Festival, with children performing their scripts and making
their own costumes and scenery. 

Assets, such as sound effects and images, can be downloaded from
bbc.co.uk/teachers/doctorwhocompetition
if children want to turn their scripts into podcasts, blue screens or animations 
(although these should not be submitted as part of the Script to Screen Competition). 

The chosen script from each school should be emailed to doctorwhoscript@bbc.co.uk along
with a completed entry form signed by the head teacher (please refer to the ‘Submit your
entry’ web page). Postal entries should be addressed to: The Doctor, 3rd Floor, Bridge House,
Media City UK, Salford M50 2BH. The script must arrive by midnight on 16th March 2012.
Please refer to the online checklist at bbc.co.uk/teachers/doctorwhocompetition before
submitting your entries.

LEARNING OUTCOMES FROM THE PROJECT
• Revision and understanding of the skills and knowledge
needed to create a short script

• Development of co-operative group work and joint 
decision-making skills  

• Understanding of the vocabulary and terminology 
needed to write a narrative drama script

• Ability to write in character
• Record of their own learning in the script writer’s notebooks




